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Chapter 2401: breakthrough! 

But it is a cage with the sky at the top and the ground at the bottom. I don’t know what the radius is. I 

can’t see the end. I can only vaguely feel that I’m in the northeast of the cage and I’ve just entered. The 

depths of the earth! 

 

   "Jie Jie!" 

 

   There was another sound. 

 

   saw a huge resentful spirit slowly flying over from the north. Its size was far beyond the ordinary 

resentful spirit, and it was as large as a kilometer. The cultivation base that radiated from its body also 

contained the emptiness! 

 

"this is?" 

 

   "King of the resentful spirits?" 

 

   Ye Chen whispered a few words, before he even started to find millions of resentful spirits around 

him shaking out. 

 

   Huhuhu! ! 

 

  Huhu! ! 

 

   Millions of wraiths came out, and they stirred their wings and caused a gust of wind. 

 

   Then, dozens of resentful spirits twisted into a rope and fell straight down from the sky, densely 

crowded and looked terrifying! 

 

   "Want to knock me off the sky?" 



 

   "Let's see if you have the skills!" 

 

Ye Chen gave a violent shout, hugged Ye Luoer with his left hand, took out the beast rotten sword with 

his right hand, and suddenly stabbed a sword. Ten thousand magic lights appeared, and they also 

gathered into a sword pillar, like a laser cannon, directly bombarding and charging. The group of 

resentful spirits coming down. 

 

   Boom boom boom! ! 

 

   Boom! 

 

   There were countless explosions. 

 

All the wraith spirits that came into contact with the magic light sword pillar burst open, but the group 

of wraith spirits was desperate, and even felt no pain or fear. Hundreds of thousands of wraith spirits 

fell all together, not enough, and three more flew behind. More than 100,000 resentful spirits directly 

obliterated the magic light sword pillar with sacrifice and consumption, and knocked Ye Chen to the 

ground. 

 

   "Damn it!" 

 

   "You are not afraid of death, are you?" 

 

   "There is a lot of murderous and devilish aura on him, right?" 

 

   "It's just right, I have cultivated a killing avenue, so I use your murderous aura to help me break the 

steps! 

 

Ye Chen yelled violently, offering a beast sword, creating a blood demon barrier in front of him, and a 

avenue of killing appeared behind him, like a sea of blood, and countless undulating ghosts in the sea, 

like a land of ghosts The wraiths are generally fierce and violent. 



 

   this moment. 

 

   Ye Chen's robe is blood-red, his eyes are glowing with blood, and his body is created by demonic 

and murderous aura, like a demon god! 

 

He slowly raised his right hand, and the Killing Avenue behind him floated into the sky, bursting out like 

a black hole with powerful suction, constantly sucking the wraith spirits in the sky into the sea of killings. 

Every time a resentful spirit was absorbed, the killing avenue became stronger. ! 

 

   bang bang bang! ! 

 

   bang bang bang! ! 

 

   Tens of thousands of wraith spirits were absorbed and approached the sea of killing, and as they 

approached, the whole body burst open, turning into pure murderous aura and merging into it. 

 

   Slaughter Avenue is constantly growing, even to a terrifying point, and its power is getting 

stronger! 

 

   "Hohohoho!" 

 

"Roar!" 

 

   The thousand-meter resentful king was also angry, his wings vibrated, and millions of resentful 

spirits rushed out behind him, aiming at Ye Chen! 

 

  In an instant. 

 

The resentful spirits roared in, densely covering the sky and the sea, making Ye Chen unable to see the 

front clearly. The whole person was wrapped in countless resentful spirits in the center, and even the 



killing avenue with him was wrapped, even if the killing avenue No matter how strong the absorption 

capacity is, it can absorb thousands of resentful spirits every minute, but it is too late! 

 

   "So many resentful spirits!" 

 

   "I still rushed up so desperately, it seems that this is my chance to kill!" 

 

A smile was drawn at the corner of Ye Chen’s lips. Faced with so many resentful spirits, he did not fear at 

all. A scarlet cloak appeared behind his back. He held Ye Luoer in his left hand, and his right hand held Ye 

Luoer to kill out of thin air. If the waves are endless, cracks are quickly cracked in the dense group of 

resentful spirits. 

 

   bang bang bang! 

 

   bang bang! ! 

 

   is always accompanied by the bursting sound of the wraith spirit. 

 

   Wraith spirit burst and turned into light blue fragments, which will soon be absorbed by Ye Chen. 

 

   At the same time, Killing Dao was also absorbing the surrounding resentful spirits at a very fast 

speed, causing it to grow stronger, and Ye Chen's killing intent became more and more serious. 

 

  The so-called avenue. 

 

At first it was the power of Dao, and then the power of Dao, then God King Dao, Hunyuan Dao, Hetian 

Divine Dao, Good Fortune Dao, Xingqiao Dao, Fengmen Dao, Taixu Dao, etc., which are different from 

the power of law, but Each realm corresponds to the same avenue. 

 

   Dadao is a force that grows with Ye Chen. 

 



   At the same time, the Slaughter Avenue has completely integrated into Ye Chen's body starting 

from Huaxia. 

 

   is even more condensed the blood dragon phantom! 

 

   "Kill kill kill kill!" 

 

   "Kill, kill, kill one person is a crime, kill a thousand people as a hero, kill all the people in the world, 

I am the only one!" 

 

Ye Chen frantically strangling the wraith spirit while muttering something in his mouth. He was 

enveloped in murderous aura, as if rushing to the Quartet like a blood **** of war. The blood on his 

body became more and more dense, and even liquefied, dripping on his body, and was quickly caught by 

him. The absorption into the body! 

 

   Killing Avenue, there is only one word-kill! 

 

   Kill all the enemies of the world, kill all the people who are in trouble. 

 

   Those who follow prosper, those who oppose perish! 

 

   As long as anyone is against me, no matter who it is, kill! 

 

Even if the people of the world rebelled against me, then kill the people of the world, recreate the 

universe, and slaughter the people of the world. Since ancient times, the killing gods have controlled the 

life and death of the gods in the world. At the same time, they can reverse their lives from death and 

cultivate to the extreme. It can bring back everyone who has been killed, and has the ability to reverse 

the universe and recreate everything! 

 

   come from killing, and then go from killing. 

 

   "With my blood to kill!" 



 

   "Sacrifice is the beginning of the road!" 

 

   "I control the life and death of the world I also control the life and death of the world!" 

 

   Ye Chen instantly, like a Buddhist monk comprehending Zen, comprehending the essence of the 

killing avenue, and then his spiritual power exploded, turning into endless blood and slashing out, and 

the place he passed, the realm of the resentful spirit burst. 

 

   Crackling! ! 

 

   bang bang bang! ! 

 

boom! ! 

 

   Endless popping sound comes out! 

 

   Endless blood came out, obliterating millions of wraith spirits, countless fragments of wraith spirits 

were absorbed by Ye Chen into the killing avenue! 

 

   At this moment, Ye Chen offered a sword again, and the sword body flashed with black thunder 

and lightning, and wherever it passed, patches of wraiths burst. 

 

   Millions of wraiths! 

 

   annihilation! 

 

   Within a few minutes. 

 



   Ye Chen controlled the beast sword and the killing avenue, and almost slaughtered the resentful 

spirits in this area. More than four million resentful spirits died tragically under the sword, turning them 

into pure killing power into the body and the avenue of killing! 

 

   Kill Avenue advance! 

 

   Ye Chen's cultivation base has also advanced! 

 

   The whole body is soaring! 

 

   The second floor of the closed door! 

 

  In an instant, I reached the third heaven of the closed door realm! 

 

   is just one step away from the four-layer sky! 

 

He turned to look at the Qianmi Wraith Spirit who wanted to escape, with a fierce smile on the corner of 

his lips, with a footstep, his figure was like a floating light and a shadow in the sky, and he came to 

Qianmi Wraith in an instant. Smiled: 

 

   "You sent me so many good things, I am so willing to let you go away alive?". 

 

   this moment. 

 

   Ye Chen's words are full of murderous and evil nature! ! ! 

Chapter 2402: Behemoth in the depths! 

While he was horrified by the Qianmi Wraith Spirit, he waved the Beast Rotten Sword, and countless 

sword lights burst out, punching the body of the Qianmi Wraith Spirit into a honeycomb hole, and then 

stretched out his right hand into his body, and the palm of his hand gradually emerged. A blood-colored 

cavernous skull produced great power and began to absorb the power of the thousand-meter resentful 

spirit. 

 



   "Huhuhu!" 

 

"Do not……" 

 

"no no……" 

 

   Qianmi resentful spirit made a human-like voice, which was extremely miserable. 

 

   Less than a moment later, his huge figure shrank ten times, and then burst open, and Ye Chen 

absorbed all his strength. 

 

   Ye Chen felt refreshed. He put away the Slaughter Avenue and looked around. Even if the resentful 

spirits in the distance saw him, he fled. "The Slaughter Avenue has some insights to advance, and it 

actually made me cross two small realms!" 

 

WINK to $1: Secure Your Spot Now! 

   "It seems that killing Dao is my root." 

 

   "Huh? There seems to be an altar in the distance?" 

 

   "It seems that there is a giant on the altar?" 

 

   Ye Chen was a little confused, holding Ye Luoer Yukong, went straight to the altar. 

 

Passing through all places along the way, even if there are more resentful spirits, you can feel the 

murderous aura on him, and you can't help but hide. The scene where Ye Chen slaughtered millions of 

resentful spirits in the incarnation of the evil spirit before, please see them clearly. Who dares to 

provoke Ye Chen! 

 

"Ok?" 

 



   "Ten thousand years, there is finally someone here!" 

 

   "Tsk tusk, this kid is so murderous, how many people have been killed, how many resentful 

spirits?" 

 

   "Funny kid." 

 

   Voices came from the altar. 

 

Ye Chen traveled to the depths of the land of the wraith spirit and saw a tall altar. The altar is like a 

Chinese bronze tripod. Three circular pillars extend from the sea of blood, and each one is as high as 

Tens of thousands of feet, and even more than three thousand feet up to now, it is simply a giant in the 

endless sea, because Ye Chen is hard to see, and can resist the weapons corroded by the sea of blood. 

 

And the altar in front of me is not just an altar. The three sacred pillars supporting the altar are covered 

with moss, but there is no sign of corrosion by the sea of blood. The altar on it occupies tens of 

thousands of meters. It was bronze, and it was made of a material that Ye Chen didn't know. 

 

  Houhouhouhou! ! 

 

  Hoho! ! 

 

   There were roars. 

 

   There was a giant beast imprisoned on the altar. This giant beast seemed a little angry, because it 

had spoken in human language before, and Ye Chen ignored him. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen still ignored it, but looked at it carefully, always feeling a little familiar. The 

giant beast is as large as five thousand meters, and the fleshy shell on the outside shows the color of 

magma. Obviously, you don’t need to try to know that it is very strong. Such a huge behemoth was 

tightly locked by countless chains. 

 



   He always feels familiar with this chain! 

 

   Ye Chen suddenly thought of something! 

 

   Once the blood dragon used the ghost beast to pass it to himself several times! 

 

   There is an abyss in the picture! 

 

   And trapped in the abyss is a dragon imprisoned in chains! 

 

   The chain trapped by the dragon is exactly the same as the chain of the giant beast in front of me! 

 

how is this possible! 

 

   Zi Zi Zi! ! 

 

   Zizi! ! 

 

   Countless purple thunder and lightning flashed on the chain. 

 

   Almost innumerable chains, deep into the bottom of the sea of blood, seem to implicate the earth, 

firmly locking this giant beast. 

 

  Zizi~~ 

 

   Ye Chen approached a little, and the purple lightning on the chain rushed in quickly. 

 

When a purple lightning left the altar, it quickly expanded and turned into a purple thunder dragon. It 

had a monstrous power. Fortunately, there was no spirituality. Ye Chen dodged a few and easily 



avoided, but his right arm was still purple. The lightning struck a little, and the arm split instantly, and 

the blood spattered. 

 

   "What a powerful lightning!" 

 

   "With an easy blow, I am afraid that there will be a full blow from the fifth-layer warrior of the 

Supreme Void!" 

 

Ye Chen was a little surprised. He never expected the purple lightning here to be so powerful. Looking at 

the giant beast that was locked up, he was a little bit astonished. It's not bad that these lightning flashes 

by themselves, but the thousands of purple lightning, but It is this behemoth that constantly bombards 

you all the time! 

 

  Unimaginable! 

 

   How powerful is this giant beast? 

 

   Slash the peak of the nine-tier sky in the Evil Realm? 

 

   Still talking about the remote chaos realm? 

 

   Only the existence of the realm of chaos can block such terrifying and endless purple lightning, 

right? 

 

   Ye Chen knew very well that such a terrifying behemoth could not provoke him. Just leave first, lest 

this behemoth go crazy and cause the purple thunder and lightning to mistakenly think that he is here to 

save it, causing it to be affected. 

 

   Ye Chen was about to leave, but found something strange! 

 

boom! ! 

 



   There was an explosion! 

 

   A wraith spirit hits the chain voluntarily, causing purple thunder and lightning to continuously 

bombard the behemoth! 

 

   "These resentful spirits and this giant beast are mortal enemies?" 

 

   "At the expense of yourself, attack the behemoth, causing the behemoth to be bombarded by 

purple thunder and lightning?" 

 

   Ye Chen was a little unpredictable. He flew to the distance and caught many resentful spirits. He 

directly read their broken memories, and then combined with the surrounding situation, finally came to 

some conclusions. 

 

   Each of these resentful spirits was a powerful warrior during his lifetime. 

 

Going up to the Zhan'er Realm and down to the Hedao Realm, the mighty tens of millions of giants are 

all in order to seal the behemoth in front of them, and brazenly stepped out of the endless sea, and 

finally at a very heavy price, is almost completely annihilated, sealing this giant beast here. 

 

  Hundreds of thousands of warriors who came to participate in the battle fell here, and the 

remaining souls turned into resentful spirits, living in this space. 

 

Whenever the surviving souls can’t support them and are about to be completely shattered and 

dissipate between the heavens and the earth, their minds will control them before they are alive, 

rushing to the sealed behemoth altar, triggering purple lightning to damage the behemoth, so as to 

reach the limit. The intent of the giant beast to restore its cultivation base and combat power has 

allowed the giant beast to continue to be sealed here. 

 

  In the ancient times, what happened in the endless sea. 

 

   What is the connection between this place and the imprisoned dragon in the Nine Heavens Dragon 

Palace? 



 

   Ye Chen, who understood the cause and effect, was about to leave when the giant beast spoke 

again. 

 

"brat!" 

 

   "You seem to be very murderous." 

 

   "Presumably, you were chased and killed and escaped here, right?" 

 

   The giant beast spoke again, as if the purple thunder and lightning had caused him a lot of damage, 

but he had adapted to the pain. 

 

But I saw its huge figure lying on the altar, the huge mouth did not open, but there was still a voice, 

"Little guy, what is your name? The deity has been sealed here for so many years, you are my fourth 

People you see." 

 

"To know!" 

 

   "You can't pay attention to the power of the deity. I have met several little guys over the years.". 

 

   "After they accompany the deity, the deity taught them the exercises and let them make a name 

for themselves outside. One of them seemed to be too yin and yang saint." 

 

   "You should have heard it?" 
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   "Their titles should be famous in the kingdom of God, but the world doesn't know them, they are 

all masterpieces of the deity!" 

 

   Ye Chen was a little surprised, this behemoth talked so much. 

 



   As for the few people mentioned by the giant beast, he has never heard of them. 

 

   Ye Chen was a little curious, turned around, stared at the giant beast, and said: "I am not a little 

guy, my name is Ye Chen, it seems that you have been sealed for a long time?" 

 

   To be honest, Ye Chen was also curious about the origin of the giant beast, and even vaguely felt 

that it was related to the crisis of the blood dragon. 

 

   Anyway, those who are trapped by the giant beasts can’t be demon, and it’s okay to chat by 

themselves, maybe I can ask for some news. 

 

   "Okay, brother Ye Chen, right?" 

 

   This giant beast smiled suddenly, his huge eyes glowed with red light, and quickly enveloped Ye 

Chen. 

 

Soon, the red light flashed, Ye Chen seemed to have forgotten about the red light, his eyes were a little 

blurred, his head was a little dizzy, but he looked at the giant beast with great patience, and even flew 

quickly to the periphery of the altar. , Staring at the huge behemoth, asked: "Can you help me?" 

 

   "Of course it is!" 

 

   "The people the deity mentioned before are all people who have accepted the deity's exercises!" 

 

   "This deity has always been a good demon, what a pity, what a pity!" This giant beast still 

concealed its hypocritical expression, but he couldn't help laughing. 

 

The guys in front, one by one, are mature and stable, and they are the cultivation base of the peak of 

Taixu. The psychedelic technique of the deity has no effect, especially the **** of the saint of Yin and 

Yang. A drop of blood, otherwise this **** would be able to make such a name! 

 

   But that’s good! 



 

   has suffered so many times, it is all the old and cunning bastards. 

 

   This time, an immature boy finally came, and the deity is hopeful of getting out of trouble! 

 

This monster has used psychedelic techniques on Ye Chen, but it can only affect Ye Chen’s mind, making 

it impossible to make correct judgments, and can’t completely psychedelize him as a puppet. After all, 

none of them can reach the land of resentful spirits. The weak, Ye Chen is even more powerful! 

 

   "How can you give me exercises?" 

 

   "Your technique is very powerful?" 

 

   Ye Chen at this moment frowned slightly. 

 

   "I cannot give you my exercises now!" 

 

   "The main reason is that the deity is very uncomfortable being trapped by these chains, and the 

spiritual power is gone." 

 

   "It's a pity, my child, when the first few destined people came, I already gave them the exercises, 

but I also consumed too much spiritual energy for this, which has caused me to be unable to pass the 

exercises to you!" 

 

   The giant beast continued: "My boy, I like you very much!" 

 

   Its expression changed, and finally said: "Child, I saw killings and enmity in my eyes, and even you 

have the sword wounds of the elder of the Kingdom of Heaven and Heaven. Your enemy must be from 

the Temple of Heaven, right?" 

 

   Ye Chen raised his eyebrows: "So what!" 



 

   This giant beast was angry and yelled: "Damn the Heavenly Dao Palace, the **** Kingdom of God, 

it is really despicable to seal the door with six utterly empty people! 

 

   Little brother, let me out, I will crush the kingdom of God for you, and teach you the supreme "Tai 

Yin Tianma Dafa" how? " 

 

   Tai Yin Tianma Dafa! 

 

  A kind of magic in ancient times! 

 

   Practitioners are invincible at the same level, and can even fight across the border. 

 

   Ignoring any talents and physique, as long as you have practiced this technique, you will have an 

extremely deep foundation at the same level, and you must be an invincible existence at the same level. 

 

   As the saying goes, there is no invincible exercise, only no enemies, but this sentence does not 

work here, "Tai Yin Tianma Dafa" is an invincible exercise, no matter who has cultivated, he can hang the 

same level! 

 

   Ye Chen had also heard of this exercise when talking with the Devil Emperor. 

 

   Ye Chen shrugged and said with a smile: "Can you really teach me the technique, help me level the 

kingdom of God, and destroy the Heavenly Dao Palace?" 

 

   "That's natural!" 

 

   "How powerful is the deity!" 

 

   "You let the deity come out, and the deity will be your backer from now on. Presumably when you 

came here, you saw so many resentful spirits, right?" 



 

The giant beast continued to flicker: "These resentful spirits were my enemies back then. I have a lot of 

enemies, but none of them can kill me. With so many masters, they can only die of hatred in the end, 

transforming their own power. Being a member of the altar is enough to show my strength!" 

 

   "Oh? How can I let you out?" 

 

   Ye Chen said lightly. 

 

   He was not confused, he just pretended to be confused. 

 

  There is an ancient medicine **** in the cemetery of Samsara, and he has an immortal body, how 

to be confused? 

 

   Of course, it would be nice to get something from the mouth of this behemoth. 

 

   "It's the sacred pillar on the left side of the altar!" 

 

"There are a lot of defects in that sacred pillar. As long as you destroy the sacred pillar, I can be released. 

You don't have to worry about the purple thunder and lightning. The purple thunder and lightning on 

that sacred pillar has been I'm pretty much spent, I won't attack outsiders, but I can't break it, only your 

help." 

 

   This giant beast speaks extremely fast, and it seems to feel that the opportunity for his own 

dilemma has arrived, and his expression is excited! 

 

   It quickly taught Ye Chen how to break this sacred pillar and how to correctly avoid all kinds of 

purple lightning! 

 

   Ye Chen naturally couldn't let it go, stretched out, and walked towards Ye Luoer who was 

unconscious not far away: "Sorry, I'm not interested." 

 



   "I don't care about your exercises either." 

 

   As soon as these words came out, the behemoth was endlessly angry! 

 

   He finally understood that Ye Chen was not confused at all! 

 

   but humiliating myself! 

 

   "Little beast, although I don't know how you can block my spells! But you want to go, no way!" 

 

   In the next second, the behemoth forced a drop of blood and burned all over! 

 

   Painful! 

 

  Essence and blood turned into a burst of blue smoke and even wrapped Ye Chen! 

 

   In an instant, Ye Chen was slightly lost! 

 

   This power of essence and blood cannot even stop the Evil Realm! 

 

   Ye Chen can't escape naturally! 

 

   At the moment when Ye Chen's ghost envoy came to the sacred pillar and planned to swing the 

beastly sword to destroy the sacred pillar, an old voice resounded in his mind! 

 

"wake up!" 

 

   A vigorous and powerful roar! 

 



   Ye Chen was awakened in an instant, and the regained Ye Chen subconsciously stared at the 

situation in front of him, then looked at the behemoth with a strange look, knowing why he came. 

 

   "Boy!" 

 

   "This giant beast came from outside the territory of ancient times!" 

 

   "It's an existence beyond the chaos realm, don't let him out!" 

 

   "Otherwise, all the creatures of the Kingdom of God, even the creatures of Lingwu Continent and 

many worlds will be swallowed by him, and there will be big trouble!" The voice of the ancient medical 

**** Cang came from the reincarnation cemetery, and then told Ye Chen the cause and effect! 

 

   Antiquity! 

 

   Many masters from the Lingwu Continent and the Kingdom of God gathered to fight against this 

behemoth. 

 

   In the end, many masters fell, but more than one ancient power shot, directly suppressing this 

giant beast, and using the soul of the war dead into a resentful spirit and devilish energy, as the power 

to suppress the seal! 

 

  …… 

 

   "That's it!" 

 

   "This giant beast is underestimated by me!" 

 

   "It seems that the same is true for the dragon facing the blood dragon!" 

 



   Ye Chen was secretly frightened, but still kept his eyes blurred, flew back quietly and quickly, and 

gradually withdrew from the scope of the altar, but was stopped by this giant beast! 

 

   "Boy!" 

 

   "Break the seal, this deity will help you break through the kingdom of God, the master who 

rescued!" 

 

   This giant beast is still narrating quickly, when it saw Ye Chen withdraw from the scope of the altar, 

it subconsciously discovered that its blood concentration psychedelic technique had once again lost its 

effect, and it was instantly furious! 

 

   "Just the ants, break open the deity's spells twice and twice?" 

 

   "Little bastard!" 

 

   "If you don't break the seal for the deity, the deity will kill you!" 

 

   "Even if I suffer endless thunder, I will kill you!" 

 

   The giant beast is furious! 

 

   He was so humiliated by the gate ants! 

 

next moment! 

 

The behemoth surged crazily, still storing extremely strong spiritual power, the huge body gradually 

stood up, the countless chains around it instantly tightened, countless purple lightning bombarded the 

body, exploding its skin, but it was just that. That's it! 

 

   "You! Can you move?" 



 

   Ye Chen was shocked subconsciously, and instantly escaped a kilometer away, only to find a barrier 

appeared in front of him. 

 

The giant beast smiled and said: "Boy, the deity is trapped, but the domain of the deity is still there. As 

long as the deity is within a radius of the altar, the deity can kill everything, little bastard, you don’t put 

the deity. Go out, the deity killed you!" 

 

   Its physical body quickly swelled, and there were sharp long thorns on the back, each of which was 

as big as a thousand feet, and the long thorns on the back quickly gathered the power of thunder and 

lightning. 

 

   suddenly. 

 

   A ball of lightning was thrown out by a long thorn, shattering the space along the way, attracting 

thousands of black space debris. 

 

   This power actually surpasses the Zhan Evil Realm! 

 

   even surpassed the chaos realm! 

 

   how to resist! 

 

Ye Chen was so shocked that he wanted to resist, but found that he had been imprisoned by inexplicable 

power, and even the various avenues and laws of his body could not be mobilized could only stand in 

place and wait for death, and could not help but shout: "Old man, what should I do!" 

 

   "Boy!" 

 

"Can not be done!" 

 

   "The power of this thunderball has exceeded the level of Evil Slashing Realm!" 



 

   "It's too strong, even if I give you strength and use the golden needle! I can't get close to your 

body!" 

 

   The ancient medical **** Cang was helpless. Facing the existence of the giant beast, even if his 

power is strong, he can't display it, which is equivalent to not having it. 

 

   Ye Chen's heart is completely ashes, far beyond the power of Evil Slashing Realm? 

 

   Is this giant beast really so powerful? 

 

   Just as Ye Chen was helpless, the Samsara Cemetery shook quickly, and a simple stone pillar shook 

quickly in the depths of hundreds of tombstones! 

 

   emits a bright light! 

 

   Kowloon gather on the stone pillars! 

 

   A breath of transcendence enveloped the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

   Then, a detached, imposing phantom appeared directly beside Ye Chen! 

 

   Xuying put his hands behind him! As if above the world! 

 

  The misty meaning covers everything! 

 

   The endless sky over the sea was originally covered by dark clouds, but at this moment countless 

stars gather! ! 

 

   "Naughty animal! My people, you dare to move!" 



Chapter 2404: My last name 

   "Naughty animal! My people, you dare to move!" 

 

   Ye Chen shook his body when he heard this voice! 

 

   This voice is not the ancient medicine god, nor is it windy! 

 

   This sound does not belong to the power of those reincarnation cemeteries! 

 

   is the stone pillar from the deepest part of the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

   This stone pillar appears too few times! 

 

   The last time was in Kunlun Xu! 

 

   He never expected that Shi Zhu had changed at this time! 

 

   He raised his head and saw the man. 

 

   The man was wearing a black robe and a blood cloak. There was infinite divine light overflowing 

under his feet, as if he were a god, countless stars covering his body, Ling Ran in the sky! Not afraid of 

everything! 

 

   At this moment, he is facing this giant beast! 

 

   The pupils are circulating blood moons! 

 

   is like a god! 

 



   Again like a **** or a monster! 

 

But when the man turned around, his blood-colored eyes shone, and the lightning ball in front of him 

that had exceeded the power of the Slashing Evil Realm was naturally dispelled in a very mysterious 

state. It was just a glance. The powerful attack dissipated on its own! 

 

   How strong is the most mysterious existence in this reincarnation cemetery! 

 

Suddenly. 

 

   The man glanced at the monster. 

 

   eyes meet each other. 

 

The behemoth trembled, and the giant thorns on its back broke apart. The huge body shrank rapidly. 

The eyes were filled with horror, and the mouth made some weird noises, as if a mouse saw a cat. He 

didn't dare to have anything. As a result, make a monster instinctive surrender posture-creep! 

 

   Zi Zi Zi! ! 

 

   Zizi! ! ! 

 

   The giant beast knelt on the altar. 

 

   However, the countless chains in the altar are beginning to show off, seeming to vent the anger 

that the giant beast had provoked before. 

 

   Countless chains burst out purple thunder and lightning, colluding with each other, sending out a 

pure purple stepless divine thunder towards the sky, straight through the sky and space. 

 

   Click! 



 

   Click! ! 

 

   There were voices of broken space. 

 

As the fragments of the black space scattered, a black thundercloud floated out from it, and the black 

thunder and lightning continued to flicker. The thunder and lightning converged into a long sword with 

thunder and lightning, like a knife stabbed tofu, and quickly pierced into the body of the giant beast. ! 

 

"what!" 

 

   "No, Erley!" 

 

   "No, it can't be like this!" 

 

   "I'm not trying to break free from resistance!" 

 

   The giant beast was constantly rolling on the altar in pain, its meridians and bones burst, and even 

the core of its power storage cracks appeared. 

 

The behemoth at this moment, even if it is beyond the Slashing Evil Realm, is sealed all over, with no 

spiritual power, and physical defenses have declined. Faced with the sudden heaven-defying level Erley, 

although it will not Fatal, but at least it will cost him half his life! 

 

   Zi Zi Zi! ! 

 

   Zi Zi Zi! 

 

   A black thunder sword fell. 

 



   almost stabbed the behemoth into a hedgehog. 

 

The man was calm, watching all this, as if to him, Erley was nothing, and then said: "You wanted to kill 

Ye Chen before, and you were sealed here, I won't kill you. !" 

 

   "After all, you **** is not worthy of me." 

 

"I know!" 

 

   "You monster beast, the essence of your body is the essence of your body!" 

 

   "It is more important than your great power, heart nucleus, and brain nucleus. From my 

observation, you have about five drops of pure blood left. Then, give it a drop." 

 

   Cloud and breezy words, but with unparalleled strength, people dare not resist. 

 

Ye Chen on the side was also shocked. I didn’t expect the blood of the giant beast in front of me to be so 

powerful. The ordinary blood is the essence of the blood, but the blood of this beast is the body’s bone 

meridians, the power of the avenue and the law. The essence condensed by the power, even the blood 

of a monster of the same level, is far less powerful than its blood. 

 

"I give!" 

 

   "I give it, I give it, my lord, I give it!" 

 

   The giant beast carried a wave of Erley. It was in the weakest state at this moment. He didn't dare 

to refute the man's words at all. He was terrified in his heart. Even in his heyday, he would not be a 

man's opponent, not to mention the weakest period. 

 

   soon. 

 



  The two claws of the giant beast gathered, and a blood cell was condensed in front of him, and 

then the blood cell was quickly compressed and merged into the power of various laws and great 

powers. After several hours of condensing, it condensed a drop of pure golden blood. 

 

   The young man waved his hand slightly, and golden blood appeared in his hand. 

 

   I saw that the aura of the giant beast became weaker. This drop of essence and blood is probably 

comparable to the body essence of a strong person in the Supreme Void Realm. 

 

The young man looked at Ye Chen, stretched out his hand, motioned for the blood to him, and said: "Ye 

Chen, it kills you, and I ask for a drop of blood for you. It’s not an exaggeration. Now, you have two 

Choices." 

 

   "The first one, if you take the essence and blood yourself, your strength will rise!" 

 

   "Second, I know that you have a monster of pure blood. You call it Xiaohuang, right? You can take 

it, and it will also increase its combat power after taking it! The effect is better than you." 

 

   The voice fell. 

 

   The golden blood flew into Ye Chen's hand. 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes condensed: "Senior, what is the relationship between you and the reincarnation 

cemetery..." 

 

   The man did not speak, just smiled. 

 

   Ye Chen thought for a moment, then continued: "Senior...how do you call it, is your body trapped 

too?" 

 

   The man still smiled. He carried his hands on his back and said lightly: "There is no existence in this 

world that can trap me." 



 

   "However, I do need you." 

 

   "You are my only chance." 

 

   "As for the specifics, wait until you step into the parliament to learn about it." 

 

   "I can't stay here for too long, otherwise the Endless Sea and Lingwu Continent will not be able to 

bear it and turn into powder." 

 

  "We will see you againmaybe soon." 

 

   "By the way, my last name is Ren." 

 

   The words fall. 

 

   The young man's figure gradually became illusory. After a while, the young man's illusory figure 

burst open, turning into countless crystals and floating away, just like a spiritual body, and it will 

naturally disappear when the time comes. 

 

   Ye Chen holding the golden blood in his hand, he felt that it was extremely heavy, and he couldn't 

bear it with his own cultivation base! 

 

   What kind of existence is this man! 

 

   Is he not trapped? 

 

   Then why protect yourself? 

 

   Is he his only chance? 



 

   He thought for a while, and decided not to think too much, and finally called Xiao Huang, and a 

giant egg floated out. 

 

   Ye Chen said, "Xiao Huang, you can take this drop of essence and blood quickly, which is enough to 

increase your strength." 

 

"the host!" 

 

   "You take it, and the growth of your cultivation is the best." 

 

   Xiao Huang is unwilling to accept. 

 

   Its blood is strong, so I can naturally feel what it means. 

 

Ye Chen quickly threw the golden blood in, and then smiled: "You can follow me better if your strength 

grows, isn't it? If I want to increase my cultivation base, I don't need to take any monster blood, such a 

foreign thing. ,I do not like.". 

 

   Xiao Huang was about to talk, blood covering his whole body! 

 

There was a strong vibration from the eggshell, and its expression inside the eggshell was painful. The 

blood and meridians in the body seemed to be being transformed by the golden essence and blood, 

changing at an extremely fast rate. At the same time, its breath also burst out, causing The earth shook. 

Chapter 2405: Heaven is angry! 

   The current Xiao Huang is undoubtedly far stronger than the ancient magic lion **** of war! 

 

   This is the blood of a demon beast outside the domain! 

 

   This means unlimited possibilities! 

 



   soon. 

 

   The dome is covered with golden runes, and it begins to transform, and its aura rises steadily. Xiao 

Huang is refining the power of golden blood! 

 

   Huhuhu! ! 

 

  Huhu! ! 

 

   The raging wind roared all over the sky. 

 

  The sea of blood waves continuously, and in the depths of the endless sea, the ancient meteorite 

formation trembles quickly, and the huge formation is constantly shaking because of the surge of the 

blood sea! 

 

The endless sea is a sea of blood, full of blood, and its density is extremely large. Normally, even a full 

blow from the Gates Realm would hardly cause any ripples, but at this moment it is constantly surging, 

and blood with such a density is surging like A behemoth is just like on the mainland, causing the sky to 

shake. 

 

   In the next moment, a wave of blood over a thousand meters swept across and slammed on the 

ancient meteorite formation! 

 

   Boom! ! 

 

   There was an explosion! 

 

The protective cover of the ancient meteorite formation was blasted by the waves of the blood sea, and 

a corner of the **** pillar quickly cracked and turned into countless gold powder into the blood sea. The 

main body of its formation was spreading with cracks and extremely damaged. serious. 

 



   The formation of Tiandao Palace was severely damaged, and in an instant, it was within the 

headquarters of Tiandao Palace! 

 

   Palace Lord Xuanyuan Moxie quickly sensed the situation and was completely furious! 

 

   "Something happened to the endless sea!" 

 

   "Can't you take a kid with so many Taixu realms?" 

 

   "Also, this breath makes me very uncomfortable!" 

 

   "Damn it!" 

 

The Yantian Dragon God beside    also opened his eyes: "Xuanyuan Moxie, I've said it a long time 

ago! That kid can't take it lightly." 

 

   "There is something wrong with the breath of the endless sea..." 

 

   "This breath seems to be the trapped monster outside the territory..." 

 

   "But how did the monster beast outside the domain contact that kid?" 

 

   "No matter what, use your power to kill!" 

 

   Xuanyuan Moxie forced a drop of blood and shot it on the plate of heaven! 

 

   An illusion of heaven was created instantly! 

 

   Heavenly Dao phantom has only a very small part of his power! 



 

   But this power is enough to obliterate the powerful Zhan'er! 

 

   What about a kid in the closed door world! 

 

   The phantom of heaven seems to have wisdom! Furious, went straight through the heavenly disk, 

and descended on the endless sea. Under inspection, the anger burned even more! 

 

   "The ants in the closed door realm, carrying a giant egg, actually caused a **** riot, so that our 

palace formation was damaged, it should be killed!" 

 

   The phantom of the Heavenly Dao quickly shuttled through the space and went straight to the land 

of the resentful spirit. 

 

  The phantom of the Heavenly Dao came personally, tearing the space apart, chasing Ye Chen and 

Ye Luoer! 

 

   At this moment, in the land of resentful spirits, a phantom appeared around Xiao Huang's dome! 

 

   Is this the final form of Xiao Huang after breaking the egg? 

 

   The phantom is already thousands of feet tall, with black magic flames lingering around its body. 

At this moment, it is as terrifying as a demon god. Its combat power and realm have exceeded 

everything, and it is even in fierce transformation! 

 

   As for the giant beast in the altar, he looked bored at all this. 

 

   My own blood, I didn't expect to be swallowed by such a monster in the end! 

 

Forget it. 

 



do not care. 

 

   The man just now was not his enemy. 

 

   Can't do it, succumbed, and was forced to surrender the blood. As for what the blood is used for, it 

doesn't matter, the troublesome troubles saved will be fixed again. 

 

This extremely terrifying behemoth can casually hit the existence of the thunder snake's light ball that 

almost cuts the power of the Evil Realm. It is completely stunned, and he does not dare to offend Ye 

Chen, even if Ye Chen is holding its essence and blood. Its own war beast, Xiao Huang, was promoted, 

and it had nothing to say. 

 

   Huhuhu! ! 

 

  Huhu! 

 

   The raging wind is mixed with the smell of blood. 

 

   A lot of power spilled out of the egg shell. The dragon veins in Ye Luoer's body absorbed these 

spiritual powers on their own. The broken dragon veins gradually healed, and the pale cheeks returned 

to their original condition. He opened his eyes slightly and regained consciousness! 

 

   "Brother Ye!" 

 

"what happened?" 

 

   Ye Luoer looked at the changing dome and the phantom on the dome in amazement. 

 

When she turned her head, she saw the giant beast in the altar, she couldn't help but was shocked. She 

hurriedly pushed Ye Chen away and shouted: "Big Brother Ye, you go first. I block this giant beast. Go 

quickly. Horror behemoth." 

 



   Seeing such a move. 

 

   Ye Chen Wei Ran smiled, pulled Ye Luoer aside, and smiled: "This behemoth dare not move us, 

don't be afraid of it." 

 

   He even waved at the monster and asked, "Is it?" 

 

  In an instant, a strange thing happened, and the giant beast even showed a smile. It was still 

infiltrating, but it was really confessed. 

 

   It was very sad in its heart. It was expected that it had also existed as a drug tyrant, but it did not 

expect to admit it to these two guys today. 

 

   Just as the giant beast was still sighing about itself, the sky was torn apart again, a series of spatial 

vortices emerged, and a giant figure came with the power of heaven! 

 

   This is the phantom of heaven! 

 

  The phantom of the heavenly path is not a real person, but a phantom of human form formed by 

the condensation of power. It looks like a picture produced by a three-dimensional projection! 

 

   But no one dares to take it lightly! 

 

  He is the most feared existence of warriors in the world! 

 

He glared at Ye Chen and Ye Luoer, and said angrily: "A mere child, dare to destroy the ancient sky 

meteorite formation above my Heavenly Dao Palace, and also caused serious injuries to the six Taixu 

Realm elders of my Heavenly Dao Palace stationed in the endless sea You **** it!" 

 

  Miscellaneous! 

 



   The ants shake the tree and look for death! 

 

   A mere bastard, a warrior in the closed state dared to be such a demon, this is really the first time! 

 

   That's all, the first time I was strangled in the cradle. 

 

   The phantom of the Heavenly Dao was cruel, and his hands swiftly moved, and a series of gaseous 

light waves appeared on his chest, constantly absorbing the power in the heavens and the earth, 

condensing various laws in the light waves, and finally the light waves collapsed, and a black long sword 

emerged. 

 

However, I saw a black long sword with a simple body and ancient inscriptions carved on both sides. 

From it, there was a breath of loneliness. It does not reveal the feeling of time and time. It seems to 

have the power to extinguish time and space, and to destroy the world. Danger! 

 

   "It's the killing sword!" 

 

   "This kid really offended the Heavenly Dao Palace!" 

 

The giant beast on the altar had a weird expression. It squatted on the altar without daring to lift its 

head. It was quietly peeping at the black long sword that appeared in the sky, and whispered: "The 

phantom of heaven, personally burst out with all its strength Come and kill him with the Mieshi Slaying 

Sword! There really is something wrong with this kid's path." 

 

   "But will that man still take action in this situation?" 

 

   Killing the World Killing Sword! 

 

   is a secret method that extracts all kinds of power, especially the power of the law of destruction, 

to condense a killing sword! 

 



   In the ancient times, someone used such a secret method to condense the world-killing sword, 

shattering twelve small worlds overnight, and killing tens of billions of living creatures! ! 

 

   "What the **** did this kid do?" 

 

   "Otherwise, how can you let the phantom of Heaven do it yourself?" 

Chapter 2406: How to stop! 

   This giant beast kept guessing about Ye Chen's situation, and his heart was shocked. For a while, he 

paid special attention to this matter. Of course, it is impossible to help! 

 

   It doesn't have this idea. It was sealed originally, and its strength is not a thousand. Tiandao Xuying 

didn't notice him, and it was lucky if he didn't hurt himself. As for helping Ye Chen? 

 

   Sorry! 

 

   He is not interested in this! 

 

   "Boy!" 

 

   "Listen, I am the phantom of the heavens, with the will of the heavens, I will judge you today!" 

 

The phantom of Heaven held the Destroying World Killing Sword, pointed it at Ye Chen, and said slowly, 

"Boy, you have offended my Heavenly Dao Palace over and over again, and even destroyed the layout of 

this Palace in the Endless Sea, leading to thousands of years in my Palace. I set up a torch, and I fight 

again and again everywhere. The crime is unforgivable!" 

 

   "Today!" 

 

   "I will kill you by the fate of heaven!" 

 

   "This time, let me see who can help you!" 



 

   The voice fell. 

 

An extremely huge breath burst out, and black light waves permeated the space, just like a shock wave 

when a weapon collided, extending outwards. Wherever it extends, the space will quickly burst and turn 

into countless black fragments. . 

 

Quickly, a sharp sword tore through the endless sea, just like when Moses crossed the sea, the huge 

endless sea was cut into a gap forcibly. The gap was ten meters wide and thousands of meters deep. , 

The incomparably huge blood water around is subject to the power of the law, so they cannot be 

approached! 

 

   This is just Jianwei! 

 

   Haven't really made a sword yet! 

 

   "Brother Ye, hurry up!" 

 

   "The power of this sword is beyond the Slashing Evil Realm, and it is much stronger than you!" 

 

   Ye Luoer stood in front of Ye Chen directly. 

 

   Ye Chen backhanded Ye Luoer back and said: "Luoer, if you can block the move for me, how can I 

leave?" 

 

   He shook his right hand slightly and absorbed the endless magic energy! Get enchanted as soon as 

possible! 

 

   He wanted to use the Blood Demon Sword, but found that he hadn't been in a state of demon for a 

long time! 

 

   Helpless, he can only sacrifice the beastly sword again! 



 

The Beast Rotten Sword appeared in his hand, Ye Chen stared at the World Destroying Killing Sword that 

exuded darkness and destruction in the sky, and said: "Luo Er, come together, and see how strong the 

Worlds Destroying Killing Sword is feared and feared by the world. !" 

 

   Tiandao Palace also used this sword last time! 

 

   That is the sword of destruction! This time it was the Destroying Sword! 

 

   At that time, there was the power of the Devil Emperor and the Eternal Saint King, and it was only 

a few points to stop it! 

 

   There are only Ye Chen and Ye Luoer now! 

 

   How to stop! 

 

   can only resist! 

 

"it is good!" 

 

   "Fight together!" 

 

Ye Luoer immediately yelled, and the dragon veins in his body activated again, transforming into a 

sacred dragon. The golden radiance fell down, which was extremely sacred. It had the opposite effect of 

destroying the world and killing the sword. One was the golden radiance, which had the effect of healing 

all things. One is the power of darkness and destruction spilling out, with the ability to destroy 

everything! 

 

   "Killing Avenue!" 

 

   "The law of killing!" 



 

   "Get up!" 

 

   Ye Chen shook his arms and shouted violently. He knew that in the endless sea, using the power of 

killing, he could release his power to the extreme! 

 

   Countless murderous auras emerged from his back, and there was a avenue of killing hundreds of 

thousands of meters above his head. The countless murderous auras overflowed, making his body linger 

with a magic light, his eyes were scarlet, just like the ancient killing gods! 

 

"as predicted!" 

 

   "Practice the law of killing and the avenue of killing." 

 

   "Really is the devil who endangers the world." 

 

   Heavenly Dao phantom snorted coldly, and directly sacrificed the world-killing sword! 

 

The moment the phantom of the heavens sacrificed the world-killing sword, countless black light waves 

wrapped around the sword and shot out, rolling up a circular sword pillar with a diameter of up to 100 

meters and falling from the sky, with an aura of destruction. Have the ability to obliterate everything 

and destroy everything! 

 

   "Kill!" 

 

   "Destroy!" 

 

   "Silence!" 

 

   "Degree!" 

 



   "Indestructible!" 

 

   Ye Chen yelled violently and sacrificed the remaining four avenues. The power of the five avenues 

burst out, each of which formed a variety of powers, and rushed towards the black sword pillar. 

 

   Ye Luoer's golden dragon claws quickly gathered in front of her chest, and a sacred dragon flame 

spurted out! 

 

  The Dragon’s Sacred Fire is the source and the most powerful move! 

 

   now! 

 

   Ye Chen and Ye Luoer, they played their most powerful tricks! 

 

   Boom boom boom! ! 

 

   Boom! 

 

   There is constant crackling. 

 

As soon as the black sword pillar went forward, the power of the two avenues of smashing and killing 

and destruction one after another was broken. In the sword pillar, the world-killing sword exploded with 

divine power. The power of the Avenue of Immortality and the Avenue of Nirvana, forever! 

 

   once! 

 

   Five Great Ways, Five Laws and Powers! 

 

   is Ye Chen's pride, all shattered at this moment, facing the almost irresistible phantom of Heaven, 

Ye Chen has nothing to do. 



 

   Even if Ye Luoer's sacred dragon flame sprayed out, facing the black sword pillar, it was quickly 

broken, and the black sword pillar hit the two of them. 

 

   in an instant. 

 

   There were two explosions. 

 

   Ye Chen burst out of his body, with multiple wounds appearing on his body, and he was already 

seriously injured again. 

 

   It is too late to activate the Chichen Divine Vessel! 

 

   The unstable Lingfeng Divine Veins were briefly activated just now, absorbing some of their power! 

 

   Ye Chen frowned, even if his cultivation base increased, he was already much stronger than when 

he played against the six elders of the Supreme Void Realm, but at this moment, facing the Destroying 

Killing Sword, he still had no ability to resist, and he fell to the beach with serious injuries. 

 

   Ye Luoer was also knocked out from the explosion The body of the sacred dragon collapsed and fell 

into a human form. 

 

   is just a sword! 

 

   The two powerhouses suffered heavy losses, and there was almost no resistance! 

 

   In the face of the phantom of the Heavenly Dao that exceeds too many realms and levels, the two 

have nothing to do. 

 

  The phantom of the Heavenly Dao once again mastered the Destroying Killing Sword, looking at Ye 

Chen and Ye Luoer with cold eyes, like a judge, continuing to describe Ye Chen's'crime', and then 

offering the Destroying Killing Sword again. 



 

   It's just that this time the Destroying Killing Sword is much weaker! 

 

   After all, the blow was lost. 

 

   is weak, but too weak can not bear it in the late stage! 

 

   How to block the door closed! 

 

   "Without Eternal Lao and the Devil Emperor, how can you stop it!" 

 

   "Perhaps, the threat of my Heavenly Dao Palace will be completely killed today!" 

 

   Huhuhu! ! 

 

   Huhuhu! ! 

 

   The speed of the World Destroying Killing Sword is extremely fast, breaking through layers of 

space, producing the sound of sonic boom. 

 

It has not yet landed, but it has already caused a sea of blood to rise to the sky. Countless blood has 

been evaporated. Seeing the moment when the World Extinguishing Killing Sword is about to slay Ye 

Chen and Ye Luoer, the void on the left is shattered again, one riding one head and one foot on the 

flame giant The beast's white veiled woman suddenly shot out! 

 

   The whole world is like a cold world! ! 

 

The woman in a white dress and veil floated to Ye Chen, surrounded by nine-color divine light, and lotus 

was growing at her feet, like a nine-day mysterious girl who came out of ancient times, mysterious, 

beautiful and elegant, full of her body. An unspeakable beauty. 

 



   She lightly swiped the World Destroying Killing Sword, and the extremely powerful Killing Sword 

burst out suddenly! 

Chapter 2407: 1 piece to cross the robbery! 

   The World Destroying Killing Sword, which was able to kill the powerhouse in the late stage of the 

Supreme Void Realm in one blow, had no ability to resist in front of the white veiled woman, and was 

easily knocked out. 

 

She glanced back at Ye Chen, and then came out from the sky, her arms opened slightly, thousands of 

strengths gathered, countless white lights flickered, her clear cheeks carried a firm look, and a white 

crystal sword appeared on her chest. The jade hand held the long sword and gathered the strength to 

stab a sword, causing the space to tremble, colliding with the World Extinguishing Killing Sword that 

came up again. 

 

   Boom boom boom! ! 

 

   Boom! 

 

   Two long swords, one righteous and one evil, collided with each other, generating a strong shock 

wave, which not only shook the white veiled woman back, but also shook back the phantom of the sky 

and heaven by two or three steps, shocking her. 

 

   This woman in white clothes and veil is impressively the lord of the Absolute Frost Imperial Palace-

Wei Ying! 

 

Wei Ying, who has reached the peak of the ninth level of the Supreme Void Realm, can only contend 

with the phantom of the heavens. Previously, the force injected by the phantom of the heavens into the 

sword has not reached the peak, and now faces the peak. The state of destroying the world killing 

sword, even if it goes all out, it is a bit difficult. 

 

"who are you?" 

 

"how so?" 

 



   "Give you a chance, retreat quickly!" 

 

   "Otherwise, I will kill you!" 

 

   The phantom of the Heavenly Path seems to have seen Wei Ying's strength. The power of the 

phantom is not strong when it comes, and it is not easy to obliterate Wei Ying, so he prepared to 

persuade Wei Ying to leave. 

 

   Wei Ying holds a sword in one hand, and her white robe is surging, as clear and beautiful as a nine-

day fairy, but there is the ultimate ice cold in her eyes! 

 

   There is even a ball of anger! 

 

   Endless anger! 

 

   Her icy voice resounded throughout the endless sea: "I will protect these two people, or even if I 

fight to the death, I can't retire!" 

 

  …… 

 

   "Since you are looking for death!" 

 

   "Then, I will follow you!" 

 

   The phantom of the Heavenly Dao no longer sacrificed the world-destroying killing sword 

remotely, instead, he held a long sword in his own hand and killed Wei Ying together. 

 

   The power of the heavenly shadow is fixed! Used so many swords to destroy the world! 

 

   The breath of the whole body at this moment is nothing but a layer of heaven! 



 

   One is the existence beyond the Taixu realm, and the other is the existence of the nine-layer 

heaven peak of the Taixu realm! 

 

   The two fight each other, causing the sky and the earth to shake, and the sea of blood rolls. 

 

The sea of blood on this day was especially sad. Faced with the fight of many powerful men one after 

another, I was hit by the aftermath. The originally calm sea of blood became surging at this moment, 

comparable to a dozen magnitude earthquakes on the seabed. The sea constantly impacts all parties. 

 

   The ancient Destiny Formation in the distance was swept by the tumbling sea of blood, and most 

of it was completely broken. 

 

   bang bang bang! 

 

   bang bang! 

 

   boom! ! 

 

Soon, Tiandao Xuying and Wei Ying played a thousand moves, and the sky was broken for them. Ye Chen 

looked up and saw that there were dark caves everywhere in the sky, as if there were hundreds of small 

black holes hanging in the sky. , Even if the space has self-healing ability, it can't keep up with the 

aftermath of the two superpowers! 

 

   Heavenly Dao phantom figure burst back hundreds of meters, dimmed a lot. 

 

   Wei Ying was seriously injured, showing multiple sword wounds on both arms, and it was obvious 

that it was the moment of crisis! 

 

   She stared at the phantom of Heaven, and asked again: "You can't retreat?" 

 

   "Even if I die, you are not allowed to move him!" 



 

  …… 

 

   "If you don't kill Ye Chen, you won't return!" 

 

   "Even if it is destroyed, it is impossible to retreat!" 

 

   Heavenly Dao phantom was also extremely angry. He never thought that as a clone phantom, he 

was only coming to kill a warrior in the gate-closing state, but he was blocked by a figure at the peak of 

the nine-layer heaven in the Taixu realm! 

 

   The key is that the existence of the nine-layer sky is too virtual, and the strength can contend with 

Zhan E! 

 

   This girl is so young! God's genius is not so defying the sky! 

 

   People of this level! 

 

  If you are in the kingdom of God, who doesn’t know who you are? 

 

  Who would be an enemy of Tiandao Palace? 

 

   did not expect that this kind of situation really happened, next time if you want to send a ghost 

clone, you should sacrifice the strongest existence! 

 

While the phantom of the heavens was about to explode completely, Wei Ying burst into a very strong 

aura, like a thunder flame soaring into the sky, tearing apart layers of space, and a terrifying aura was 

vented, permeating everywhere. It's like a **** descending, everything is creeping on the ground, dare 

not make trouble! 

 

   Boom boom boom! 



 

   Boom! 

 

   In the void, there was a sound of thunder. 

 

  The giant beast on the altar in the distance said in amazement: "This woman actually wants to 

break into the slashing state at this moment, is it to use Erley to resist the ghost of heaven?" 

 

   After the nine-layer sky of the Taixu Realm, it is the Slashing Evil Realm! 

 

   Is this woman actually going to break through the Evil Slashing Realm and cross the Tribulation Erei 

now? 

 

   Are you crazy? 

 

   Since ancient times! 

 

The nine-tier peak of the Supreme Void Realm is going to become the Slashing Evil Realm. Almost a 

hundred of them can pass through the Tribulation, and only one can pass through, so the pass rate is 

even counted as the peak of the 100 Supreme Void Realm is in full state and possesses extremely sky-

defying conditions. This data is only available in the case of Taixu Saint Soldier! 

 

   This woman in front of me. 

 

   was seriously injured, and it seems that there is no strong Supreme Soldier! 

 

   If you want to cross Erley in this situation, isn't it a death? 

 

   But Wei Ying's eyes are filled with determination at this moment! 

 



   That day the eternal holy king is so! 

 

   Why can't she Wei Ying! 

 

   She always believed that Ye Chen was her opportunity for Wei Ying! 

 

   Without Ye Chen, Wei Ying might still be tortured by her **** cold body, she might still be a 

teacher at a normal university! 

 

   How to see this vast world! 

 

   Boom! ! 

 

   Boom! 

 

The sound of Erley, which had shaken up for nine days and frightened the ghost, came out again A slight 

Erley spilled out, hitting the huge sea of blood and boiling blood, and tens of thousands of **** water 

was evaporated out of thin air. , Such a powerful Erley, even if it is faced by a master of the Ninth Layer 

of the Void Realm, it only takes one Erley to fall. 

 

   At the moment? 

 

   really looking for death! Or what is intended? 

 

   "Ere, it's nothing!" 

 

   "Heaven's phantom, if you don't retreat, I will use Erley to contain you!" 

 

   Wei Ying showed a clear smile, holding a long sword shuttled through the space, and stepped to 

the side of the heavenly shadow. In an instant, Ereleiyun expanded rapidly, and its power increased by 

more than twice. 



 

   is Erley's sense of the phantom of heaven! 

 

   No matter who it is, don’t be disturbed while crossing the catastrophe! 

 

Once you disturb others, you will be attacked by thunderclouds. This is the same for any catastrophe, 

not to mention the power of Erley catastrophe, and it will always track people or things that join the 

catastrophe. It's over, or until it's alive and killed by the sky thunder! 

 

   "Damn woman!" 

 

   "You are looking for death!" 

 

   Tiandao Xuying was trembling with anger, unexpectedly, he was ‘being robbed\’? 

 

It's not that Erley's own body has not passed through, but at this moment it is just his own clone 

phantom. Faced with Erley, who is enough to cut the body of the nine-layer peak of the Supreme Void 

Realm into ashes, he has to deal with it carefully. ! 

 

   "Hahaha!". 

 

   "If you don't want to, then accompany me to cross the calamity!" 

 

   Wei Ying suppressed her breath as much as possible, far below the aura released by the phantom 

of the heavens. 

Chapter 2408: Blood Resonance 

   In an instant, Ereleiyun directly locked the phantom of the heavenly path, and identified it as the 

main tragedy, and the hundred-meter-diameter Zixia lightning quickly smashed down. 

 

boom! ! 

 



   There was an explosion! 

 

   Heavenly Dao phantom sacrificed the world-destroying killing sword, and forcibly split this ray of 

lightning! 

 

   He observed carefully and found that the Erelei cloud flying out of the space rift was extremely 

large, with a length of tens of millions of meters, and he was instantly surprised: "Six-fold Erelei!" 

 

  Erei's catastrophe is also divided into three or six or nine classes. 

 

   The third class Erley's calamity needs to be bombarded by triple Erley, and Erley is just an ordinary 

Erley. 

 

Sixth-class and six-fold Erley's Tribulation is a six-fold bombardment, and it is the more powerful Zixiao 

Thunder in Erley. Its power is five times stronger than the ordinary third-class Erley's Tribulation. Only 

peerless Tianjiao can survive this. Robbery! 

 

totally unexpected! 

 

   This woman in white clothes and veil is so talented! 

 

   The Heavenly Dao phantom body is the Heavenly Dao, but it is only one side of the Heavenly Dao, 

not the Universe Heavenly Dao, and Erelei cannot control it. 

 

   "Ah, kill!" 

 

   "Destroy the world and kill the sword!" 

 

   "Break, break for the deity, break!" 

 



   The phantom of the Heavenly Dao burst out with all its strength, and condensed a handle to 

destroy the world in his hand, blasting towards the two purple sky thunder and lightning that killed it! 

 

There are six tribulations of Erley, the first is a purple lightning, the second is two purple lightning, the 

third is three, and so on, the sixth is six, and the power is doubled Up to six times as much, it did not 

have the same amount of thunder and lightning as other heavenly calamities. 

 

   bang bang bang! ! 

 

   bang bang bang! 

 

   There was a constant burst of sound, and the broken Erleigh and lightning that was defeated could 

shatter the space and even penetrate the entire sea of blood. 

 

   The third Erele Tribulation, the phantom of Heaven resisted two alone, and Wei Ying resisted one. 

 

   At this moment, crossing the catastrophe is using Erley's power to consume the power of the 

heavenly shadow! 

 

   Boom boom boom! 

 

   Boom! 

 

   Boom! 

 

   An endless explosion sounded. 

 

   It was not until dozens of minutes later that Erley's Tribulation stopped, and the six-fold Erley's 

Tribulation was finally passed. 

 



   However, he saw that the phantom of the heavens was extremely weak, even showing signs of 

collapse, and he was completely black. 

 

   As for Wei Ying, the injury was not light, and the combat strength was not saved, and the blood 

was sprayed. Even if he entered the first level of the slashing state, he also lost a lot of combat power! 

 

"not good!" 

 

   "Her combat power is insufficient!" 

 

   "The phantom of Heaven still has 10% power!" 

 

   Ye Luoer saw the problem. 

 

   is worthy of the phantom of the heavens, even a clone can resist the six-fold tribulation, and still 

have power. 

 

   As for Wei Ying's successful crossing of the catastrophe, but the injury was not light, and the 

avenue was somewhat damaged, even if he received the nourishment after the crossing, his combat 

power was greatly reduced! 

 

   "Damn damn!" 

 

   "You ants, the deity can kill you with one move!" 

 

The phantom of the heavens yelled again and again, and gathered all the power of the whole body to 

condense a world-destroying killing sword. The power of the world-destroying killing sword at this 

moment is slightly less than that of the original world-destroying killing sword, but it also has the power 

of the powerhouse in the late stage of the Tai Xu realm. The power of a full blow! 

 

   Ye Chen barely got up, his eyes were scarlet, this scene made him angry! 

 



  He sacrificed the **** of death spear and beast sword! 

 

   generous! 

 

boom! ! 

 

   Two clear voices came out. 

 

  The spear and the sword were shot and flew out, but the World Exterminating Killing Sword still 

came. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen, Ye Luoer, Wei Ying and others have little combat power to speak of. They can 

only watch the World Destroying Killing Sword fall. As long as the sword falls, then all three of them will 

have to die, including already marching. Wei Ying entering the Evil Realm! 

 

   suddenly. 

 

   There was a burst of white light in the north. 

 

  The dome floats out! 

 

The phantom of    Arena condenses to the extreme! The figure is huge, looking like a blood-colored 

golden magic lion, rushing out against the sky. 

 

   It quickly flew to the front of the World Killing Sword, spouting holy flames from its mouth, and it 

continued to wipe out the power of the World Killing Sword! 

 

   boom! 

 

   Soon, there was an explosion. 



 

   The last World Extinguishing Killing Sword burst open, and Xiao Huang's phantom completely 

disappeared! 

 

   The giant egg fell beside Ye Chen. 

 

   The phantom of the Heavenly Dao in the sky collapsed directly because of the exhaustion of 

power. 

 

  …… 

 

  The Kingdom of God! 

 

   In the Heavenly Dao Palace, Xuanyuan Moxie spit out blood! Look pale! 

 

   He felt the collapse of the phantom clone, and the anger was not enough, and the breath burst 

out, which caused many disciples of the Tiandao Palace to be shocked, even the guards outside the 

Tiandao Palace were shocked, and hurried to ask. 

 

   "Damn it!" 

 

   "My clone was wiped out by them!" 

 

   "This child is only a gate-sealing state, but it can wipe out my clone with the power of the Slashing 

Evil Realm!" 

 

   "No more stay!" 

 

   "No matter who you are, I must find you!" 

 



   "There is also the girl who stepped into Zhan'er! Ice cold attributes, talents against the sky, I 

searched the kingdom of God, and I didn't believe I could not find you!" 

 

   Xuanyuan Mo Xie was so angry that he immediately called a group of elders! 

 

   This time, he was really angry! 

 

   Breaking everything about myself again and again! 

 

   All the strong are protecting this closed door realm! 

 

   Could this kid really destroy the Heavenly Dao Palace! 

 

   He will never allow it! 

 

   Many elders from the Heavenly Dao Palace gather! 

 

   are all powerhouses ranked ten to thirty. There are a lot of elders in the Tiandao Palace, and many 

of them are heaven-defying, and there are still a lot of them! 

 

Xuanyuan Moxie glanced at the dozen or so elders who came before him, and said, "Now, I have 

discovered that one person, with the cultivation of the closed door realm, has cut off my power clone. 

This son is too bad for the sky and must not be left behind. !" 

 

   "The progress of the blood-stained causal formation has been accelerated to the extreme! And it 

must be strengthened to the extreme! And  I can't wait for so long, you immediately go to the endless 

sea and the Lingwu continent!" 

 

   "Yes!" 

 

   "I'll leave with you soon!" 



 

   Many elders used the communication token to order their disciples to do as usual! 

 

  The same is true for the other elders. These elders are not enjoying the blessings. Each one of them 

is in charge of a lot of things. Therefore, it takes time to get out of their hands in advance. Who knows 

how long they will go. 

 

  …… 

 

  In the land of resentful spirits! 

 

   At this moment, Ye Chen looked a little solemn, and said: "The Heavenly Dao clone has collapsed, 

and its body will inevitably lead a very strong elder to pursue it. It should be the existence of Zhan'er 

Realm." 

 

   He looked around, grabbed Ye Luoer's hand, and said, "We have to find your father quickly." 

 

  The last patriarch of the Sacred Dragon Family! 

 

   Dragon City Heaven! 

 

   After falling into the endless sea, there is no news. 

 

   But from Ye Luoer's feelings, Longchengtian is not dead, and it will be extremely difficult to find 

Longchengtian in this blood sea without boundaries! 

 

   Wei Ying stood up, paused for a moment, lifted her slender palm slightly, and shot a white light 

between her fingers, which penetrated Ye Luoer's eyebrows, and said: "These forces will resonate with 

the blood in your body." 

 

   "As long as the person you are looking for is not dead!" 



 

   "Blood resonance will let you find him!". 

 

   Listening to Wei Ying's words, Ye Luoer opened her eyes slightly, looked to the north abruptly, and 

said, "My father is over there." 

 

   After listening to her, Wei Ying disappeared! 

Chapter 2409: 9 Tenjin Dragon Hall! 

   Ye Chen wanted to find the figure of the veiled girl to thank in person, but found that the girl had 

left! 

 

   still took away the Umang! 

 

   He didn't know why the girl wanted to help him everywhere. 

 

   even at the cost of life and death! 

 

  What can I do? 

 

   He silently wrote down this kindness, if given the opportunity, he would repay it at all costs! 

 

   "Let's go!" Ye Chen grabbed Ye Luoer and went straight to the north! 

 

   The speed of the two is extremely fast! 

 

   Soon I saw a middle-aged man in the most brutal place! 

 

   The middle-aged man sits cross-legged on a sea of blood, absorbing something! 

 



   "Father!" Ye Luoer's body trembled! 

 

   At this moment, Dragon City Tian's body is covered with blood evil lines. 

 

   is extremely hideous. 

 

  Even Ye Chen felt a touch of coldness from Long Chengtian's body. 

 

   He can't see through Longchengtian's cultivation base! 

 

   Then Longchengtian must be above Zhan'er! 

 

   It's a pity that such a cultivation base is too expensive. 

 

   I am afraid that after falling into the endless sea, what Longchengtian harvested is not just as 

simple as chance. 

 

   Long Chengtian opened his eyes and naturally found Ye Luoer. His eyes were startled, and then he 

looked at Ye Luoer to the extreme! 

 

  He knows that this person is his daughter! 

 

   But he dare not approach Ye Luoer at all! 

 

   His body was trembling, and his eyes were teary. 

 

   He wanted to say something, but in the end he swallowed it in his heart. 

 

  As a father, he does not want to drag his daughter down. 



 

   His only blood! 

 

   "Dad, Brother Ye and I will take you away!" Ye Luoer wanted to rush forward, but Longchengtian 

waved his hand, and a wall full of **** evil naturally formed! 

 

   Ye Luoer couldn't get closer at all! 

 

   "Dad, why..." 

 

   Ye Luoer was stunned. 

 

   He never thought that this would be the result! 

 

   Why did I meet my father, but my father kept a distance! 

 

   Long Chengtian wiped away the tears from the corner of his eyes, and laughed a few times at the 

sky of the endless sea! 

 

   Then, he calmly looked at Ye Luoer and said: "My Longchengtian is not a qualified father." 

 

   "And you are a qualified daughter." 

 

   "This is enough." 

 

   "I, Longchengtian, never wanted the sky to let me see my daughter, even if I carry the torture of 

eternity." 

 

   "But now, I am satisfied, really satisfied." 

 



   "Luo Er, I can't leave with you for my father." 

 

   "When I fell into the endless sea, I was destined to be unable to leave." 

 

   "My body is entwined with the evil spirits of the ages. These evil spirits keep me alive, make me 

strong, but restrict me." 

 

   "If I leave here, the evil spirits in my body will consume my soul and everything. Then I will not be 

Longchengtian, but a demon." 

 

   "Even you will die." 

 

   "Once, I wanted to be sealed here forever." 

 

   "But now, I have changed my mind. I will do everything possible to suppress the evil spirit and evil 

nature of my body. Maybe one day, I will go out." 

 

   "I will go to you Luo Er!" 

 

   "But by no means now!" 

 

   "Luo Er, you go." 

 

   "I can perceive the blood of your body... far beyond me and your mother, and even far beyond 

anyone in our Sacred Dragon family!" 

 

   "Your bloodline is really close to the existence of the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace!" 

 

   "This...this is what Longchengtian is most proud of!" 

 



   Ye Chen at the moment, his eyes shrunk. Judging from Long Chengtian's words, Luo Er is really 

related to the Nine Heavens God Dragon Palace! 

 

   It is even a rare anti-ancestral phenomenon in thousands of years! 

 

   Long Chengtian also seemed to feel Ye Chen's fluctuations, his eyes suddenly fell on Ye Chen's 

body, and then frowned: "I can't see through you." 

 

   "It is impossible for Yiluoer's strength to step into this place safely, maybe it's all because of you." 

 

   Ye Luoer reacted from his grief and quickly explained: "Father, this is Big Brother Ye. I am the 

closest person to me except you. If there is no Big Brother Ye, there would be no Luoer!" 

 

   "Stepping into the endless sea this time, Luo Er not only wants to find you, but there is another 

reason, that is, Big Brother Ye wants to go to the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace." 

 

   Hearing the Nine Heavens Shenlong Palace, Long Chengtian's expression was extremely hideous 

and even a little frightened. 

 

   He suppressed the shock in his heart, and said: "You are going to the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace? 

Do you know what it is!" 

 

   "If your current strength goes away, you will definitely die!" 

 

   "This is the taboo of the dragon race! It is the root of the dragon veins in the world!" 

 

   Ye Chen shook his head: "Senior Long, I don't know this place, but I must go." 

 

   "Senior, please tell me the whereabouts of the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace!" 

 



   Ye Chen made up his mind this time, no matter how difficult the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace is, he 

will go! 

 

   Long Chengtian stared at Ye Chen for ten seconds, and finally sighed and said: 

 

   "Boy, the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace is a secret." 

 

   "Generally speaking, it is impossible for people in Lingwu Continent to know, even if it is the 

Shenlong and Shenglong family." 

 

   "As for why I know, it is because I have been there by accident." 

 

   "Not only I have been, but Luo Er has actually been there." 

 

   Ye Chen and Ye Luoer were shocked when these words came out! 

 

how can that be! 

 

   Ye Luoer had been in Kunlun Xu before, and there was no chance to go to this mysterious Nine 

Heavens Dragon Palace. 

 

   "I have forgotten how many years ago it was." 

 

   "One day, a dragon envoy from the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace suddenly came to the Sacred 

Dragon Family. Without any reason, I forcibly took away my mother and Luo Er's mother." 

 

   "Luo'er's mother was pregnant at the time and didn't plan to go." 

 

   "But the Dragon Envoy is extremely determined An invisible force enveloped us. We set foot on 

the kingdom of God, entered a place of abyss, passed through countless bones, and finally saw light." 



 

   "That is the birthplace of the Nine Heavens Dragon, which is a symbol of endless power! For the 

first time, I felt scornful." 

 

   "We saw an old man, and the old man didn't give a word, so we fell asleep." 

 

   "When we wake up, we find that we have returned to the Holy Dragon family." 

 

   "And thirty full days have passed." 

 

   "In the past thirty days, my memory is blank." 

 

   "Now come back and think about it, maybe the blood in Luo Er's body is related to this trip." 

 

   "On the day that Luoer was born, there were many visions, crisis and life and death alternate, I fell 

into the endless sea, and even vaguely saw the dragon envoy!" 

 

   "I still can't figure out all this, but today, seeing Luo Er, I may understand something." 

 

   "Maybe the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace bet something on Luo Er, or they realized that Luo Er's 

fate was special..." 

 

   "This is more like a sacred ritual, they seem to want to change something..." 

 

   "As for more, I don't know." 

 

   "However, since then, I have started to study the maps of Lingwu Continent and the Kingdom of 

God." 

 



   "Because I want to pursue the truth, I hope that one day I will be strong enough to set foot on the 

Nine Heavens Dragon Palace again.". 

 

   "According to my memory, I vaguely guessed the location of the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace." 

 

   "It is in the far north of the Kingdom of God, and there is an island in the deepest part. It should be 

the Nine Heavens Dragon Palace after crossing the island." 

Chapter 2410: The devil is resurrected, start! 

   "It's just that with your current strength, you can't reach the far north of the kingdom of God at 

all." 

 

   "If you want to enter it, either you have the blood of the dragon in your body, and it is extremely 

pure, or you are the powerhouse of the Supreme Void." 

 

   "Since a long time ago, the Heavenly Way Palace of the Kingdom of Gods began to look for strong 

men with pure blood of the Shenlong, perhaps it was related to the Nine Heavens Shenlong Palace..." 

 

   "That's all I know." 

 

   Ye Chen looked solemnly, silently noted the position, and then he said, "Thank you, senior! Ye 

Chen will remember the kindness of senior!" 

 

   Long Chengtian shook his head: "If you want to thank you, I also thank you. I can feel the powerful 

aura on Luo Er, and it should be related to you." 

 

   "Without you, maybe Luo Er would not be able to step into this place for the rest of his life." 

 

   "I can't see her even more." 

 

   "I faintly feel that your Dantian has an extremely powerful flame... You seem to be a fire repairer?" 

 



   Ye Chen just wanted to explain something, Long Chengtian continued: "I have nothing to thank you 

for. I have been here for so long, but I got a strange thing." 

 

   In the next second, a ball of flame floated out! 

 

   There is an extremely powerful and evil spirit in the flame! 

 

   is really incredible! 

 

   Ye Chen even felt that this flame was stronger than Qinglian Demon Fire! 

 

   More importantly, the fierce meaning in this flame fits well with his killing! 

 

   The green lotus demon fire was sealed in the dantian, Ye Chen could not refine it for a short time! 

 

   If this fierce flame is added, perhaps it is possible to refine the flame monument! 

 

   "Boy, this fire is called the Primordial Fiend Flame, which condenses all the evil intentions and 

undead of the endless sea, extremely powerful." 

 

   "Even I am helpless." 

 

   "I wanted to wait until I stepped into the highest realm one day before refining. Now it seems that 

this ancient evil flame is more suitable for you." 

 

   "It's also thank you for taking care of my daughter." 

 

   Ye Chen didn't say a word, silently accepted the flame! 

 



   "Senior, please rest assured, from now on, if anyone dares to move Ye Luoer, I will kill for nine 

days!" 

 

"at all costs!" 

 

   Long Chengtian nodded: "It's enough for you to have this heart." 

 

   "As for Luo Er, I have something for your father, come here." 

 

   Ye Chen knew that his father and daughter had something to talk about, which might even be 

related to the future of the Sacred Dragon family, so he went outside. 

 

   Five minutes later, Ye Luoer returned to Ye Chen, her eyes filled with determination. 

 

   "Brother Ye, let's go, and it's time to go back to Lingwu Continent." 

 

   "As for father, I believe that one day, we will meet!" 

 

   Soon, the two figures disappeared into the endless sea. 

 

   But Long Chengtian stared at the back of the two and muttered: "Perhaps, I thought everything 

wrong." 

 

   "The Nine Heavens Dragon Palace took us away, not because of Luo Er, but because of this young 

man." 

 

   "Are young people a thing in the pool, they will turn into dragons in the face of a storm!" 

 

   As soon as Ye Chen left the endless sea, the tingling sensation in his eyebrows struck! 

 



   Ye Chen's face changed drastically! 

 

   He knows that this is the beginning of the resurrection of the Devil Emperor! 

 

   I must rush to the demons quickly! 

 

   "Luo Er, I'll send you back to Shenhuo Academy, and I'm going to the Demon Race!" 

 

   Ye Luoer just wanted to say something, Ye Chen interrupted: "This is an order!" 

 

   "Okay." Ye Luoer could only nod her head obediently. 

 

  …… 

 

   Demons. 

 

   The magic vortex is getting bigger and bigger, almost to the point of obscuring the sky. 

 

   The Demon Race has been more than twenty days without a trace of the sun. 

 

   Countless demons are terrified. 

 

   is like the end of the world. 

 

  At this moment, the entire demons suddenly shot forty-nine red beams of light! 

 

   The beam of light goes straight to the sky! 

 

   even surrounded the entire magic vortex! 



 

   Like a prison, he wants to seal off the devilish barrier. 

 

   And among the red beams of light, there are forty-nine powerful God Kingdom powerhouses 

suspended! 

 

   This is the power sent by the Kingdom of God Tiandao Palace! 

 

   Forty-nine Taixu pinnacles, and even the strongest! 

 

   The Kingdom of God will use these forty-nine people to gather the heaven-defying blockade and 

completely kill the demon emperor who is about to be reborn! 

 

   Xuanyuan Mo Xie will never allow any slightest threat to appear! 

 

   The red beam of light is overflowing with the arc of heaven, forming a big net! 

 

   tried to cover everything! 

 

  The big thunder arc net instantly enveloped the magic vortex! 

 

   Above a mountain range in the depths of the Demon Race, Mu Yan, the daughter of the Devil 

Emperor, looked at this scene with extreme tension! 

 

   Of course, my father had already anticipated that the Kingdom of God and Emperor Mochen would 

join forces! 

 

   But the power of the father alone can really fight against everything in front of him? 

 

   Mu Yan's face grew paler. 



 

   She is worried! 

 

   She is scared! 

 

   She doesn't want her father's only chance of resurrection to end in vain. 

 

   Her hands fell into the palms of her palms, bleeding came! 

 

   and above the Mozun Emperor Palace. 

 

   Jun Mochen stared at the magic vortex and **** array above, with a sneer floating in the corner of 

his mouth! 

 

   "Devil Emperor, Devil Emperor, this time, you will still lose, do you believe it?" 

 

   "The Demon Race can only be controlled by my Lord Demon Chen. Since your Demon Emperor is 

dead, why should he be resurrected!" 

 

   Just then, a black robe old man appeared! 

 

   "Mozun, the door of the demon clan has been opened, we need to arrange it." 

 

   Jun Mochen shook his head: "No need." 

 

  The black robe old man just planned to leave, and Jun Mochen stopped him again: "An old man, 

wait, I always feel that Ye Chen will appear." 

 

   "You are guarding the entrance of the Demon Race, if Ye Chen appears, kill him directly!" 

 



   "Hold his head and throw it into the magic vortex, hahahaha!" 

 

   The murderous intent of the dark old pupil condenses: "Yes, Demon Lord!" 

 

  …… 

 

   At this moment, outside the demons. 

 

   A flying boat descends quickly! 

 

   Under the flying boat, a young man burst out instantly! 

 

   is Ye Chen! 

 

   Ye Chen looked at the vortex in the sky and the formation like a cage, frowned slightly: "Sure 

enough, the Kingdom of God is still doing it." 

 

   "It seems that this time the resurrection of the Devil Emperor is extremely difficult!" 

 

   "No matter what, I will make this happen!" 

 

   In the next second, Ye Chen rushed into the gate of the demons! 

 

   However,  suddenly, a sudden change! 

 

   An old man in a black robe stood in front of Ye Chen! 

 

   When Ye Chen appeared, there was a hideous look on Anlao's cheeks. 

 



   "Ye Chen, you took the initiative to send it to the door!" 

 

   "The Demon Lord really knows everything like a god!" 

 

   The corners of the dark old mouth showed a sneer. 

 

   Since Ye Chen wants to take the initiative to die, he will be fulfilled! 

 

   "Mozun? It turned out to be the dog of Jun Mochen!" 

 

   Facing An Lao's sneer, Ye Chen turned a blind eye. 

 

   If there is not enough certainty, Ye Chen will not rashly attack An Lao. 

 

   Ye Chen has broken through, if he bursts out with all his strength, he should be able to fight against 

this old man! 

 

   This old man is no more than the fifth heaven of the emptiness! 

 

   But judging from the breath, the extremely strong five-layer sky! It can even shake the existence of 

the sixth heaven! 

 

   Ye Chen didn't dare to despise it! 

 

   Hearing Ye Chen's arrogant tone, the old man laughed angrily, the aura on his body constantly 

moved towards Ye Chen's position, and pressed it over! 

 

   Ye Chen's strength, he knows everything! 

 

   If you want to kill him, it's basically a daydream! 



 

   The figure of the dark old ghost rushed directly in the direction of Ye Chen. 

 

   When he rushed to Ye Chen's side, the sharp sword in his hand was immediately lifted up. . 

 

   Surrounded by endless magic!ww 


